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Introduction
With the popularity of the concept of metaverse, NFT (Non-Fungible Token) has also become one of the hot spots in 
2021. The constantly sky-high price transaction continues to stimulate people's nerves. The oldest NFT project 
CryptoPunk#4156 has the highest sale price of 10.35 million dollars. Decentraland's Fashion Street Estate virtual 
block has sold $2.24m, making NFT a password for wealth.

It is no exaggeration to say that 2021 is the first year of NFT. Since January 2021, NFT transactions have 
exploded. According to “nonfungible”, a third-party data agency, NFT transactions reached us $14 billion in 2021, 1.3 
times the global art auction volume of US $10.57 billion in 2019 before the pandemic. At the same time, trading data 
on NFT's main trading platform has exploded. In 2020, OpenSea's annual turnover was less than $20 million; However, 
since August 2021, OpenSea, the leading trading platform, has accounted for more than $1 billion in NFT transactions, 
accounting for 98.3% of the total global NFT market.

According to statistics, at present, a dominant OpenSea almost monopolizes all NFT transactions in the world. Even 
so, only 60,000-70,000 NFTS are sold in Opensea's hundreds of millions of dollars a day. In other words, the number 
of NFT circulation is far behind its trading volume, and the prosperity of the whole industry is mainly supported by a 
few high-quality NFT. Thus, the liquidity of the majority of NFT in the secondary market is poor. In order to solve the 
liquidity of this eternal financial problem, all kinds of NFT trading platforms are gearing up for the global platform 
war.

This report, researched and written by the Bronx Foundation's investment research department, will comprehensively 
analyze NFT, identify the pain points of the NFT industry through data demonstration, explore its solutions in depth, 
and analyze MetaTrads, a high-quality trading platform related to NFT.



PERHAPS NFT IS CONSIDERED BY MANY TO BE THE TULIP 

BUBBLE OF THE DIGITAL AGE.

PERHAPS NFT (NON-FUNGIBLE TOKEN) IS STILL A STRANGE 

WORD IN MANY PEOPLE'S EYES.

PERHAPS, IN A FEW YEARS, NFT WILL BE AS NECESSARY 

AS MOBILE PHONES.



Seeing Curry and Jay Chou, who are keen on NFT, and Durant, 

who invested in Opensea, have you ever thought about why 

these stars and players cross the huge boundary and come to 

the world of blockchain?

Have you ever looked at a $300,000 or $400,000 NFT card 

and wondered why a picture of an ugly monkey is so popular?

With Opensea trading at $120 million a day, have you ever 

wondered how much money that NFT players can make on 

each picture?



The stars are its platform

rich men move silently

player madness enters

how much glamour does 

NFT has after all?

The stars are its platform, rich men move silently, player 

madness enters, how much glamour does NFT has after all?



Definitely
no one can answer x for sure

what we do know is
NFT

Dynamically strategic

MetaTrads
Dynamically strategic

DESIGN
Celebrities 

Definitely, NFT is the best way to break down the barriers between the real world and the crypto world.

Definitely, NFT is the emerging asset with the most investment value in the next few years.                                                                                                                              

For now, we don't know, but here's what we do know:
For now, we don't know, but here's what we do know



Definitely, the world must and will see

the emergence of MetaTrads, with more innovative 

gameplay, to unleash NFT's 

limitless potential.

Definitely, the world must and will see the emergence of MetaTrads, with 

more innovative gameplay, to unleash NFT's limitless potential.



Although NFT has become one of the hottest 

investments in the industry, there are still 

many problems that need to be solved by the 

pioneers.
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At present, the core pain point of NFT trading lies 

in the price game. There are bubbles in the pricing, 

final transaction price and second-hand resale 

price of many NFT products, and the liquidity of 

the secondary market is poor.

 E The fact that only 60,000 or 70,000 NFTS are being 

sold in Opensea's hundreds of millions of dollars per day 

shows how illiquid NFTs are in the secondary market.

Illiquidity

lack of vitality in the 
secondary market



As we all know, if the liquidity of NFT is not activated, 

it will not be able to extend its financial properties, and 

then the transaction-centered blockchain financial 

world will not be able to break through the sky and 

rush to the stars.

Of course, The pricing of NFT is subjective, which 

can be said to be the two sides of NFT, because 

of the “non-Fungible” of the property, it is 

difficult to reach an objective priceconsensus,

 but also shows the value of scarcity.                 



High threshold to enter

Unless it is similar to the giant parent company of 

BAYC, Yuga Labs, through the way of burning money 

to find a new way to airdrop coin, in the form of 

Token to convert the value of NFT, reduce the entry 

threshold.

But is Yuga Labs the majority like others?

Although the NFT market is very hot, the threshold of 

entering is getting higher and higher, there is no 

denying the fact that the current market of NFT is still a 

small group of the game, the head of NFT floor price at 

a dozen or even hundreds of ETH, high capital 

investment to let this market has become the high-end 

players of the game, it is extremely difficult to small 

investors and fans to buy the head NFT.



With the advent of the NFT market breakout 

point, more and more people flood into the 

platform to publicize and publish their works. 

However, the mechanism and gameplay setup 

are not ready with this, except for airdrop and 

s h a r i n g  d i v i d e n d ,  w h i c h  i s  n o t  e v e n  a s 

innovative as three or four years ago when the 

exchange was a free-for-all. Most platforms 

follow its mentality, and this is bound to be just

a flash in the pan, spiral death.
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Therefore， w h e n  t h e  N F T 

industry explodes, as the center of the industry, 

NFT Exchange must take the initiative to solve 

the above pain points innovatively and lead the 

development of the industry. Under the call of 

MetaTradscame into being

this glorious mission 



MetaTrads is a NFT aggregation trading platform 

founded by a group of geeks in Silicon Valley, and 

obtained Multicoin Capital, LATOKEN, Deserve, 

Flipsidecrypto and other overseas Capital investment, 

aiming to create the world's largest NFT ecological 

value circulation platform, empower decentralized 

MetaTrads born

communities at the forefront of WEB 3.0. 



Break the shackles of flow

Lower the threshold for entering

 Activate NFT to multi-path in the metaverse

AN INNOVATIVE TRADING FEE MECHANISM, EFFECTIVELY OPTIMIZES THE TRADE 

MINING LOGIC, SOLVES THE PROBLEM OF INSUFFICIENT LIQUIDITY OF NFT.

SPLIT POPULAR PROJECTS, REDUCE USER FUND ACCESSING STANDARDS, 

PRECISION ATTACK AND SOLVE MARKET PAIN POINTS.

CHANGE THE CURRENT SINGLE CIRCULATION SCENE OF THE NFT INDUSTRY, 

AND INTEGRATE MULTIPLE NFT SUPER PLATFORMS TO ENABLE THE ERA OF 

NFT 3.0.
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ALTHOUGH NFT HAS FACED WITH THE CURRENT 

PROBLEMS OF NFT TRADING, THE METATRADS 

PLATFORM HAS MADE ALL-ROUND AND MULTI-

DIMENSIONAL INNOVATIONS>>>

Although NFT has Faced with the current problems of NFT trading, the MetaTrads 

platform has made all-round and multi-dimensional innovations>>>
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MetaTradsplatform adopts Turing 

complete transaction engine, Layer 2 extensibility and 

other architecture engines, and a multi-chain asset 

circulation module to meet users' requirements for 

Gamefi asset liquidity such as purchase, sale and 

auction. At the same time, the transaction of property 

rights of every MetaTrads asset is guaranteed, and the 

consensus of property rights is established, which lays a 

solid foundation for MetaTrads to become the NFT 

circulation platform with the largest transaction volume 

and the largest number of user carriers in the world.

In terms of technical 
implementation



MetaTrads  r e t u r n s  t h e  m o s t 

sustainable and attractive platform revenue 

(trading fees) to NFT traders and platform 

The economic 
logic is that

promoters in a variety of ways. 



M E T A 
TRADS

M E T A  T R A D S
more participation in NFT trading can not only earn 

NFT premiums, but also earn MT tokens in the process 

of trading, and obtain additional benefits derived from 

MT, such as platform trading fee dividends generated 

by LP stake, etc.

For NFT traders



MetaTrads  adds fun and monetization by joining the 

gamification team system, giving more than half of the platform's revenue 

back to loyal preachers, fueling the platform's continued rapid growth and 

empowering the NFT industry. Preachers will experience innovative NFT 

circulation benefits, as more and more people participate in NFT 

transactions, and they can reap significant cash (USDT) benefits as the 

platform scales.

For platform promoters



MetaTradsh a s  l a u n c h e d  i n n o v a t i v e 

mechanisms such as identity campaign and NFT synthesis 

to improve fighting power, which will effectively improve 

the current problem of insufficient liquidity of NFT, truly 

activate the secondary market of NFT, create a new round 

of earning system, and make the platform become a

milestone in the development of NFT industry.

In terms of gameplay
mechanism
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As the development of the NFT industry has entered 

a stable phase around the world, the industry has 

begun to extend the emergence of new quality 

platforms and products.

As a dark horse like MetaTrads, how does it become 

a high-profile NFT trading platform?

Bright Spot



New NFT trade mining

The platform introduced a new trade mining logic: an initial daily trading fee of 

just 2%, but when each NFT sold, the transaction fee will be 1.25 times the 

previous sale. As the trading fee addition greatly increases the brush cost of 

speculators, it will very effectively prevent invalid transactions from taking away 

the profits of users who normally participate in transactions and mining, and 

provide income protection for loyal users, which is conducive to the long-term

sustainable development of the platform.

The 10% trading fee as an activity bonus sharing is both fun and 

exciting, bringing surprises and benefits to every platform participant

while mining NFT transactions.



On the MetaTrads platform, the selling price of NFT must be progressively 

increased to prevent the possibility of malicious dumping behavior. Since 

the price of NFT cards has steadily increased, all participants in NFT earn a 

premium on NFT cards.

Therefore, unlike traditional NFT trading platforms, MetaTrads traders will 

be able to make money on these NFT cards, which will actually be traded in 

the secondary market of MetaTrads trading platform.

NFT prices spiral up



On MetaTrads trading platform, when two NFTs of the same star rank 

meet certain conditions, an advanced NFT can be synthesized. The higher 

the star scale is, the higher the NFT mining coefficient is, and the higher

the trade mining income is.

When MetaTrads activates this synthesis mechanism, it effectively encourages users 

to actively synthesize NFT cards. However, due to the massive synthesis of NFT cards, 

there will be fewer and fewer official NFT circulating in the market, which will 

feedback the price of NFT and complement the spiral price rising mechanism of NFT, 

and finally realize the effective guarantee of the scarcity and value of official NFT.

NFT synthetic scarcity 
guarantee mechanism



A new system of value
At present, the war on NFT trade platform is raging everywhere. Opensea, which has 

not issued tokens, is bound to gradually decline. LOOKSRARE, which rewards tokens 

for NFT trade mining is on the rise, but it also cannot avoid the congenital issue of its 

dependence on platform token prices. Because there was a fatal flaw in its value 

system: once the platform tokens collapsed, there will no one left to trade and mine, 

and then the platform will unable to lift the price, and the currency continued to

plummet, falling into a death spiral.

This is the perfect opportunity for MetaTrads. As the most promising NFT trading 

platform, MetaTrads has built a value system beyond the past through MT and USDT

 rewards.

In MetaTrads, users can not only get a stable USDT fee dividend, but also enjoy the 

initial capital growth dividend of the trading platform by holding the potential

 platform equity token MT.



As the name suggests, MetaTrads' dual rewards system is split into two parts: 

USDT and MT rewards.

1) USDT platform trading fee dividend

45% of this is for team rewards, 30% for MT buybacks, 10% for campaign rewards for NFT 

transactions, and 15% for platform maintenance and operations. In other words, up to 85% of

the platform fee revenue will be returned to each platform participant.

2） MT mining reward

As a platform equity token, the more MetaTrads trades and the higher the fee yield, the higher 

the value of MT. In other words, the value of MT is a projection of market expectations for 

MetaTrads. MT repurchase through 30% USDT trading fee, reasonable lock position to release 

mechanism of MT, diversified application scenarios and burning mechanism, etc., so that

platform participants really get lasting and valuable mining rewards.

Dual reward mechanism for 
trade mining



MetaTrads understands NFT's gaming DNA and believes in the concept 

of working more and getting more, so they've chosen to reward the 

platform preachers with an interesting game team identity system 

that helps promote the platform. Teams with different identities can 

get different activities bonuses, so as to get higher liveness of the 

team, and finally enjoy the USDT stable team reward of up to 45% of 

Innovative gamification 
team system

the whole network fee.



In traditional NFT trade mining platforms, the platform token is the crucial winning 

factor. While users who trade on MetaTrads get a steady return in USDT, MT plays an equally 

important role in the platform. As MetaTrads' platform equity token, MT is closely linked to 

the revenue of the platform and represents users' expectations for the future development of 

the platform. Therefore, how to design a mechanism for MT to have natural growth logic

becomes a very important step.

First of all, the platform will inject 30% of the USDT trading fee income into the liquidity pool 

to repurchase MT and stabilize the currency price, thus realizing the most straightforward and

powerful token empowerment.

In addition, when users conduct NFT transactions in MetaTrads, they can get MT mining 

reward, but the output of MT will be locked up according to the rules, so that MT will form 

benign slow inflation, ensuring the market circulation will not be unbalanced, so as to

 stabilize the currency price upward.

Strong MT token of value



By design, MT trade output rule: Trading fee per trade /MT price * NFT mining coefficient. 

These mines produce 40% of the MT released immediately on the day of trading, with the 

rest released at a rate of 0.2% per day. That's a 40% rebate. To put it more simply

MetaTrads only ends up charging 1.2% for a single NFT transaction!

Such preferential trading fee is far superior to all platforms on the market at present. This 

lock-position and release system benefits users in the short term, while locking the long-

term users to grow together with the platform, ensuring that users actually enjoy the 

preferential trading fees, and avoiding the common drawbacks of price collapse caused by 

the imbalance between supply and demand of tokens.

Preferential trading 
fees



At the same time, MetaTrads pioneered the EMA release mechanism, 

whereby all players in the whole network will release MT normally as long 

as EMA1 is greater than or equal to 80% of EMA7. Through this unique 

mining lock-position and release mechanism, MT will be limited release into 

the market, and the platform will have enough time to settle, with the long-

term accumulation of 15% trading fee income, digestion of the bubbles 

generated by trade mining, in exchange for higher growth space of MT in the 

future. In addition to bringing high income for users, it ensures the normal 

Unique release mechanism

operation of platform funds.



All NFT synthesis fees and 1% MT trading slippage will be burned to 

ensure that the circulation of MT is in a benign state of micro-inflation.

Multi-channel of token burning

The value of MT lies not only in sound economic logic, but also in the 

fervent demand of multiple ecosystems with NFT as the core. MT can be 

used to pay NFT synthesis fees, participate in the staking of LP dividends, 

DAO voting, etc., and even directly purchase NFT and deduct the platform 

trading fees in the future, enabling the diversification and empowerment of

 MetaTrads platform equity token MT application scenarios.

Diversified application 
scenarios



Infinite expansion space

While other NFT trading platforms continue to struggle with a lack of liquidity, 

MetaTrads has quietly addressed three industry pain points and set its sights on

expanding into NFT Fi, GameFi and metaverse.

The multi-dimensional innovative NFT transaction is just the starting point and 

foundation of MetaTrads, on which the future value of the platform and equity 

tokens will grow and spread, and the space is infinite.
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According to recent data from NFTGO, OpenSea currently trades 

an average of $120 million a day.

Therefore, the more people participate in MetaTrads for NFT 

transactions, the greater the total number of transactions on 

the platform, and the more rewards are returned to each user.

On a conservative assumption, MetaTrads achieves only 50% 

of OpenSea's turnover, which is a minimum of 1.25 million USDT 

per day, of which at least 85% (over $1 million) will be directly

or indirectly returned to users as rewards.

Prospects of the
market



The value of MetaTrads>>>

Entrepreneurial activities 

differ substantially depending 

on the type of organization

PICTURE ON SLIDE
RIGHT POSITION



Common prosperity for everyone

Users choose MetaTrads for NFT transactions. Based on the NFT price spiral rising 

mechanism, they will first directly earn the card premium for each transaction of NFT.

At the same time, according to the mining formula, the user can get the 

corresponding amount of MT trade mining reward. 40% of them are released 

immediately and the user can sell them immediately to get a rebate, which is

equivalent to only a 60%discount for each transaction.

Users who follow MetaTrads' operations and participate in various NFT transactions, 

platform promotion and other activities will be rewarded with 10% of the trading fee.

In addition, by joining the innovative gamified team system, platform preachers can 

enjoy the USDT stable team bonus of up to 45% of the whole network trading fee.



Build up a reputation

To facilitate a steady increase in the value of NFT cards, MetaTrads will 

activate the NFT synthetic scarcity protection mechanism. By using NFT 

cards of different star levels to open the profit gap between trade 

mining, users are attracted to synthesize a large number of advanced 

cards, so that the number of NFT in circulation is greatly reduced, and its 

value rises steadily and reasonably.

Given that speculators can disrupt the market and undermine 

MetaTrads' reputation for trading. The platform sets the mechanism of 

increasing the daily trading fee, which greatly increases the brush cost 

of speculators and ensures the fairness of trade mining.

In addition, MetaTrads, through a series of value addition to platform 

equity token MT, such as a 30% USDT trading fee for repurchase, 

reasonable lockers release mechanism, diversified application scenarios 

and burning mechanism, ensures loyal users get long-term valuable 

mining rewards, and becomes a truly well-known NFT trading platform.



Immeasurable 
space for growth

As the NFT works on MetaTrads are widely sought after, the 

trade mining mechanism is fair and long-term, and the value 

of platform equity token MT continues to rise, the secondary 

market of NFT will eventually form a virtuous circle, and the 

NFT on the platform will continue to circulate, thus creating 

the world's first reputation of NFT trading. The platform will 

also attract more new users to participate in NFT trade mining 

while the trading volume gradually increases, enjoy the rich 

benefits brought by MT and USDT double reward mechanism, 

grow together with the platform, and strive to become the 

world's largest NFT trading platform!



TF
The future imaginations of MetaTrads is 
beyond measure；

and in the web3.0 era, there is tremendous 
room for growth；

do you really have the heart to miss this
NFT world of Binance?
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